Coetzee, J. M. "Love and Walt Whitman." New York Review of Books 52 (September 22, 2005) , 22-27. [Discusses Whitman's sexuality, arguing that "believing that contemporary readers of Whitman's poems of love missed what those poems were really about may reveal more about simpleminded notions of what it means to be 'really about' something than it reveals about Whitman's readers," and concluding that "Whitman's democracy is a civic religion energized by a broadly erotic feeling that men have for women, and women for men, and women for women, but above all that men have for other men," leading to "a pervasive erotic coloring" in Whitman's poetry; also reviews Walt Whitman, Memoranda [Whitman's] verse refuses to situate the speaker-consciousness in a speGilmore Simms "in conjunction with Whitman" in order to "underscore the differences between their poetic theory and practice, differences important not merely for the historical nuance they bring to our understanding of this 'renaissance' period but, in addition, for the light they shed on current critical practice, practice in which positionality figures strongly as a strategy of resistance ... either to the assimilation or to the exclusion of a given positional entity"; goes on to argue that, for Whitman, "any expression of the local must be-through him-tallied with the national," while "Simms, by contrast, does not function as this focal point for rendering local bards national, but rather ascribes that rendering to another agent" while remaining satisfied to be "more locally identified," turning from "Whitman's focus on the present and the future" and "recovering narratives of historical events specific to his various kindred locales," writing a poetry of genius loci in contrast [Discusses Whitman and Frederick Law Olmsted as "nearly kindred spirits" who shared "underlying principles of urban experience," arguing that both men "shared a long view of the city as democracy's necessary sphere, a view animated for both by Southern travels that exposed the moral and cultural bankruptcy of slavery," and proposing that they "gave shape to that particular urban experience we call freedom," basing "their artistic innovations on [Analyzes "Whitman in relation to gestalt psychology" and explores his poetic quest for "genuine human contact," a quest that is often frustrated because Whitman, to achieve his goal of "acquiescence to an infinite diversity," "must relinquish the full extent of genuine human contact that he himself deeply craved."]
